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Totality and Infinity: An Essay on Exteriority is a work of philosophy by Emmanuel Levinas. It is one of his early works,
highly influenced by phenomenology.

It is therefore to receive from the Other beyond the capacity of the I, which means exactly: to have the idea of
infinity. The argument is more succinctly stated in his later work, Otherwise Than Being Or Beyond Essence
OB, , where Levinas says, paraphrasing Hobbes, that being is imperialistic and as such is at war with one
another: "Being's interest takes dramatic form in egoisms struggling with one another, each against all, in the
multiplicity of allergic egoisms which are at war with one another and are thus together. As he does with
reason, philosophy, rationality, etc. TI  The very terrestrial transcendence is freedom. Borrowing from
Spinoza, Levinas coins the impulse: conatus essendi. Using his analysis of freedom as an example, which
occurs sporadically throughout the book, I propose that the argument develops like an hinge: it always leads to
one or the other direction. Jan 23, Chungsoo J. Written words and other words do not suffice because they
have become past by the time the subject perceives them. In the face to face I am free to close myself up in
egoism, like an oyster recoiling onto itself, or to open myself up for the Other in becoming "the
one-for-the-Other," as Levinas puts it repeatedly in OB. But, following Plato, he seeks to move beyond being,
toward the Good which, according to Plato, is said to lie beyond being exceeding in dignity and power.
Freedom is conatus essendi, the very impulse of being to maintain itself and to persist in itself in its own
being, negating the other and the otherness of the other. God's existence is the story of his revelation in
biblical history. That is: they have fallen into the register of totality. To see this, we must go back to his
brilliant analysis of the self in Section II. The existence of God. A life of an ego, the I, is freedom in
enjoyment happiness , labor, and dwelling. Merleau-Ponty's major work is a lasting contri but ion to the
phenomenology of the pre-objective world of perception. He certainly engages in patient and brilliant
phenomenological analyses in the manner of Husserl and Heidegger, as he does with respect to enjoyment,
labor, home Section II , will, death, time Section III , or eros, fecundity, paternity Section III. He drives his
analyses in these two directions alternately, as can be seen in the following sentence which also summarizes
his view on freedom: "Freedom, the event of separation in arbitrariness which constitutes the I, at the same
time maintains the relation with the exteriority that morality resists every appropriation and every totalization
in being" TI  Levinas, while allowing for an indictment of imperialistic freedom, is too subtle a thinker to
foreclose other directions he traverses in TI. To what extend, on one hand, does the notion of autonomy in
Kant falls prey to Levinas' critique of freedom? Subjects gain access to this spiritual world, infinity, by
opening themselves to the Otherness of the other. In all these relations freedom is not denied but invested for
the service of the other "as responsibility and gift of self" in which "an I that has arisen in enjoyment as
separated" would be capable of facing or welcoming the Other. Sartre has already shown this with precision.
Sartre has a keen sense for life as it is lived, and his work is marked by many penetrating descrip tions. But asi
de from a few brief hints and sketches, he was unable, before his unfortunate death in , to work out carefully
his ultimate philosophi cal point of view. It is a life lived however in dependency in separation or
independence Section II. We do not choose to be moral because we are always already moral, that is,
autonomous. For centuries philosophers have debated as to whether we are free or not; and if we are, as to
what freedom might mean. In France, the best known of these recent attempts have been made by Sartre in his
Being and Nothingness and by Merleau-Ponty in his Phenomenol ogy of Perception and certain later
fragments. But will is also equivocal, capable of betrayal. The Other, the vous, my neighbor, the stranger, the
orphan, and the widow, speaks and comes to me from on high as the face the formal structure of which is the
idea of the Infinite ; whereas the gentle Other, the tu, of the feminine, who comes in caresses in silent cooing
and coquetry "a language without teaching, a silent language, an understanding without words, an expression
in secret" Id. Retrieved 20 September  In fact, religion is, according to Levinas, "the bond that is established
between the same and the other without constituting a totality. The analysis of the I in freedom in enjoyment,
labor, and in dwelling, as undertaken in Section II, allows for two further profound possibilities: 1 the ethical
hospitality directed straightforwardly toward the Other--in view of the public that is, outside home or in the
home totally dedicated and opened to the Other in service and in justice--who comes knocking at my door as
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my neighbor Section III ; and 2 the discrete feminine welcome maintained in the intimate of home in private
and behind the closed doors, leading to another type of transcendence: eros, fecundity, paternity, filiality, and
fraternity Section IV. Bibliografische Informationen. To critique freedom is to recognize that knowledge does
not begin with the 'I think,' from the sovereign positioning of the I that stakes a claim as if standing erect on a
land all alone, all by himself, overlooking the horizon for his exploit but from the Other, or more precisely, in
one's relationship to the Other, the relationship which Levinas describes in various terms throughout the book
as face, teaching, language, metaphysics, ethics, and, most importantly, as the idea of the infinite. He became a
French citizen and eventually a prisoner during World War II, at which time his entire family was
exterminated.


